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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The P. R. C. would resume sovereignty over Hong Kong
in 1997. Then, Chinese language would definitely play a
more prominent role in public affairs, legal affairs, education
and so on. Meanwhile, the volume of trade with the P.R.C.
is growing at a phenomenal rate. Thus, in business
environment, the volume of communications in Chinese
language would increase. The demand of tools or equipments
that help people in preparing, storing, retrieving and
distributing information in Chinese would also increase.
The Political Future of Hong Kong
On 19th Dec, 1984, Mrs. Thatcher, the Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and Mr. Zhao,
the Prime Minister of the People's Republic of China, signed The Joint
Declaration that ended the uncertainty on the future of Hong Kong. It
is agreed by the two governments that from 1st July, 1997, China
would resume sovereignty over Hong Kong. Then, Hong Kong would
become a Special Administration Region of the P.R.C.
Hong Kong has been ruled by the British government for more
than one century. Although 95% of the population of Hong Kong are
Chinese, English has been the only official language until 1974. In
1974, Chinese was legislated to become an official language after a long
campaign by local pressure groups. However, it never enjoys the same
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status as English. After 1997, such a situation is bound to change.
In Section I of the Annex I of the Draft Agreement signed by the two
governments on 26th Sept, 1984, the paragraph 'In addition to Chinese,
English may be used in organs of the government and in the courts in
the Hong Kong Special Administration Region.' appears. Simply put,
the government of the Special Administration Region would encourage
using the Chinese language whenever possible and feasible.
To prepare for such an inevitable change, organizations of various
professions urge the present government to promote using Chinese.
Recently, an association of lawyers proposed that Chinese should be
used in the high court and in recording legal proceedings. A member
of the faculty of the Law Department of the University of Hong Kong
claimed that in the near future, all students enrolled in the Law
Department would have to take a course on Pu Tong Hua (also known
as Mandarin). Meanwhile, a number of education groups are
campaigning to make Pu Tong Hua a compulsory course in secondary
schools.
The government seems to agree with such suggestions. The Legal
Department of the government has been training Chinese language
officers on basic legal concepts and law drafting skills so that
translation of legal documents into Chinese can be speeded up. The
Solicitor-General, Mr. James Findlay claimed in a conference held at the
University of Hong Kong in early December 1984 that the government
intended to have future ordinances submitted to the Legislative Council
in both Chinese and English. In the report delivered by the Governor,
Sir Edward Youde, to the Legislative Council on 4th October 1984, it
was mentioned that the government was reviewing the proposals of the
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committee which was set up several years ago to develop quality
Chinese teaching references.
Though 1997. is still twelve years ahead of us, it is anticipated
that there would be a lot of activities going on to prepare for a smooth
transition to the new government. The importance and the volume of
communications in Chinese in public affairs would definitely increase.
The Phenomenal Growth of Trade with the P.R.C.
In the past few years, the leaders of the P.R.C. have given a
very high priority to the 'Four Modernizations' programme. Various
schemes to boost productivity were implemented. Consumerism is no
longer an evil. People are urged to work hard, to earn more, to
consume more and to enjoy more. Thus there is a big increase in the
demand on consumer products. Some of such demands are fulfilled by
domestic industries. The rest has to be imported.
With data collected from reports of the Census and Statistics
Department of Hong Kong, Illustration 1 was plotted. The supporting
data can be found in Appendix 1. In the past five years, the rate of
the increase of the total exports of Hong Kong to the P.R.C. far
exceeds that of the U.S.A. or that of the total. This is quite obvious
from the graph on the right hand side of Illustration 1. The fact that
the volume is still relatively small does contribute to such a high
growth rate. Nevertheless, the P.R.C. is now the second largest
importer of Hong Kong products, absorbing about 8% of the total.
Moreover, industrialists and merchants having trade relations with the
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P.R.C. are quite optimistic that exports of Hong Kong products to the
P.R.C. would still grow at a high rate.
The graph on the left hand side of Illustration 1 shows the actual
exports values. The increase in the exports value for the U.S.A. is
more than that for the P.R.C., so the line for the U.S.A. rises more
steeply.
Traditionally, the P.R.C. is the major supplier of food, raw
materials and other primary products to Hong Kong. In the past three
years, as Illustration 2 indicates, the imports from the P.R.C. and from
Taiwan make up one third of the total imports of Hong Kong.
Hong Kong also benefits from the increase of trade between the
P.R.C. with other countries by acting as a middle man. It is estimated
that one third of the entrepot trade of Hong Kong is related with the
P.R.C.
China is now an important trading partner of Hong Kong. In the
coming years, the trade volume with her is expected to increase. As
the command of English of an average business representative of the
P.R.C. or Taiwan is rather poor, Chinese would be the dominant
language in communications. Thus we anticipate an increase in the
need to process information in Chinese.
Technological Advances in the Computer Industry
Preparing, storing, retrieving and distributing information in
Chinese in the present days resembles that decades before. The
inherent characteristics of the Chinese language have made it difficult
to automate such tasks. Processing information in Chinese could be
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automated. However, it was so expensive that it was employed only
when it was indispensable and the organizations involved could afford
it.
In recent years, thanks to the numerous technological
breakthroughs in the computer industry, the price of electronic data
processing equipments has gone down so much that owning a personal
computer is becoming more popular now. Such technologies can also be
employed in building a computer that handles Chinese language. In
fact, several well known computer vendors offered Chinese computers
with prices well within the reach of the local business community
recently.
Scope and Objectives of This Research
Though Chinese computers at a price affordable by many companies
have been available for some time, it seems that they have not aroused
keen interest in the local business community. A report that appeared
on a local magazine 'Focus' claimed that Chinese computing was not
popular. Information gathered from our friends working in quite a
number of business organizations also matched with such a claim.
The degree of computerization of processing information in Chinese
is likely to be rather low. However, we cannot quantify it. How low
is it? What are the reasons behind such a phenomenon? Is there
anything we can do to change such a situation?
We expect there would be an increase in the volume of documents
or other forms of communication in Chinese for both public affairs and
business activities with the P.R.C. This can be translated into an
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opportunity for those companies which are already supplying various
products that facilitate such tasks as preparing, storing, retrieving and
distributing information in Chinese. For others, it might be a chance
to enter this market. However, before any decisions could be made, we
have to find out the size and the price behaviour of such a market the
most desirable product attributes and the profile of the potential
customers.
In this research, we would try to clear all the listed doubts. We
would try to explore the 'Prospects of Chinese Computing in Hong
Kong'.
We define 'Chinese Computing' as the processing of information in
Chinese language by electronic computers and related equipments.
We have limited ourselves to 'Chinese Computing' because of its
unique characteristics. We have also limited the geographic extent of
our research to within Hong Kong.
Methodology
The body of this research would be a survey of a group of
business concerns that have business relationships with the P.R.C. I n
the data gathering process, trade magazines and various seminar
reports were studied. However, as 'Chinese Computing' is still a
rather new phenomenon in Hong Kong, not much relevant data are
available. Hence we decided to conduct a survey to collect primary
data ourselves.
By assessing the resources we could deploy, the desirable level of
precision and confidence, the means to conduct the said survey, we
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decided to mail letters with the questionnaires we developed to 600
companies selected randomly out of our target population.
The returned questionnaires were then tabulated and analyzed.
10
CHAPTER II
THE PRESEN T EN VIRONMEN T IN HONG KONG
The inherent characteristics of the Chinese language
have been the major barrier to the spread of 'Computing'.
Such characteristics would be discussed in this chap ter.
Their effects on the requirements of electronic equipments to
process information in Chinese and on the market of such
equipments would be listed. Then products that are available
now in the market would be described.
Information on Chinese computing is very scarce. However, most
of those we found in the libraries of the two universities only focused
on various input methodologies. Authorities in Chinese computing all
agreed that difficulties in inputting Chinese data into a computer is the
major obstacle to automate Chinese information processing. To
appreciate their opinions, we need to know the basic characteristics of
the Chinese language.
Acquaintance with the Chinese Language 1
Chinese is one of the Sino-Tibetan languages. It is first
developed along the Yellow River. Its script is non-alphabetic,
consisting of 30,000 ideographs (or 'characters'), of which a knowledge
1. The H.K. Education System: The Government Secretariat 1981 /6
of about 3, 000 is required to read a newspaper and about 6,000 to
understand literature.
There are several major dialects: these differ to such a degree
that speakers of different dialects may be unable to understand each
other, though the characters are common to all of the dialects. The
principal dialect of the people of Hong Kong is Cantonese. All the
dialects are uninflected, monosyllabic and tonal. The spoken tone of a
monosyllable conveys its meaning.
In the P.R.C. and in Taiwan, Pu Tong Hua (also known as
Mandarin) is chosen as the only official dialect. In the P.R.C., Pu
Tong Hua is taught in its Romanised form, i.e. the tone is translated
into Roman alphabets.
Various forms of simplified written Chinese have been devised.
They are used in most of the printed matters in the P.R.C. However,
they are not normally used in Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Chinese Characters
Chinese characters have the following features:
a. each character is pronounced as a monosyllable
b. each character has a unique structure and form its structure is
often symmetrical as in the following examples
間彬焱忠
c. there is an average of twelve strokes in each character (in the
traditional form)
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d. each character is normally built up with several distinct patterns
such patterns, commonly known as radicals, have been used
extensively in .Chinese dictionaries to facilitate searching a specific
character
e. as each character possesses an independent sound, the characters
have to be learned separately, one by one: this means that the
form and sound of each character must be memorized individually
and its correct usage practiced repeatedly
f. characters are complex in a number of ways: for example,
characters of different meaning and form may have the same sound
and tone a character may convey different meanings if pronounced
with different tones the sound of a character and its form have
little relationship
g. further complexities arise under certain conditions: for example,
because of the historical development of characters over many
centuries, a character may have several slightly different forms,
as in the following example:
全 全 染 染
some of which, though generally acceptable, may be rejected by
scholars the same character may be pronounced in many different
ways or with different tones, with a consequent change in meaning
or usage and a character may have different meanings when used
in different situations (for example the character one can
convey ten different meanings according to contexts).
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Words and Meaning
'Words' in Chinese may consist of single characters with
independent meanings functioning individually in sentences, or a
combination of two or more characters which convey an idea through
their juxtaposition- in the latter case the idea conveyed by the group
of characters may have no relationship with the individual constituent
characters.
Effects on 'Computing'
Most of the existing electronic information processing equipment
are built around the architecture of words in the English language. As
Chinese language is distinctively different from the English language,
implementing Chinese Computing has been a significant challenge.
a. demand on hardware is much more stringent. Faster processing
speed is needed higher resolution for the display and the printout
is indispensable.
b. data input is difficult and slow. Significantly longer period of
time is needed to train operators on this task.
Since an English word is built by different combinations of 26
alphabets, we need less than a hundred symbols to built an English
document. Such symbols can be formed on a display screen with dots
in a 5x7 matrix with reasonable legibility. To display a Chinese
character, a 18x18 matrix is needed. For the same reason, printers for
a Chinese computer also need to be able to print a matrix with a height
of at least 18 dots.
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As each Chinese character is not related to any others, each one
has to have a unique code. Since there are more than 30,000 of them,
a 16 bits code is needed. This is double that for the case of English.
As there are so many different characters in the Chinese language, to
print Chinese with devices similar to a English typewriter or a line
printer is not feasible at all.
Hence, we would need display screens and printers with higher
resolution. We need processors with higher internal storage capacity
and speed.
Input Methodologies
An English word is always built from the 26 alphabets. The
sequence of writing those alphabets is always from left to right. Such
rules simply does not exist for a Chinese character. Up to now, there
is still no standard input method for Chinese computers. Numerous
input methods have been proposed and quite a number of them are still
practiced, however, none of them is distinctly outstanding as to
dominate. In the following paragraphs, we would describe the working
principles of the more common ones.
Normally, an input methodology would dictate the design of the
keyboard. At present, basically there are two approaches- large
keyboard or small keyboard.
With a large keyboard, basically, an operator is trying to locate
the word which is encoded on the keyboard. A Chinese character
would occupy an unique position on the keyboard. As about 3000
characters are normally used, such a keyboard would have to have 3000
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distinguishable key positions. Keys are grouped in such a way that an
operator, with a certain amount of training, should be able to locate
most of the common words quickly.
Another approach is to stick with the English keyboard. In this
case, each key would normally represent some kind of radicals and the
sequence of the radicals input would define a character.
Input methodology can also be built from a different approach to
identity a Chinese character. At present, the most promising ones are
those that make use of the radicals of Chinese characters and those
that rely on the pronunciation of Chinese character in Pu Tong Hua.
Generally speaking, the following problems are still outstanding.
1. Rote learning of the input method is needed.
2. Touch typing is practically not possible.
3. Speed is limited to about 60 characters a minute. This is only
possible after many hours of practice.
4. Lengthly training is needed.
5. Not too many people in Hong Kong know the sound of most of the
Chinese characters in Pu, Tong Hua.
6. Several characters may share the same pronunciation.
A Review of Existing Products in Hong Kong
Up to now, none of the input methodologies proposed is distinctly
outstanding as to dominate. This is apparent when products offered by
different vendors are compared.
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Chinese computers are offered by several major computer
manufacturers. They range from minicomputers to microcomputers. We
would elaborate on those falling in the microcomputer category.
Normally, a microcomputer is composed of the following
components.
1. System Unit- this is equivalent to the 'brain' of the whole system
and is the place where the processor is housed.
Sometimes, especially in the case of microcomputer,
the system unit may include the diskette drives or
hard disk in which data or programs are stored.
2. Display the display unit is one of the output devices of the
system. It shows the system responses to the
operator. It also provides feedback on what has
been input by the operator.
3. Keyboard this is the input device that attaches to the system
unit. Operator can send data or messages into the
system by keying on the keyboard.
this is the device that prints the processed data4, Printer
from the system unit whenever a hard copy is
required.
The price of a Chinese microcomputer depends heavily on the
speed of the machine, the quality of the various components and the
configuration. Normally, the price of a decent standalone Chinese
microcomputer is -around H K$40, 000 to FH K$50, 000. This price tag
includes the system unit., a display, a keyboard, and a dedicated
printer. Software has to be purchased separately. In general, when
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compared with a computer that only handles English, it is about 20% to
40% more than that of a computer that only handles English.
There are many reasons why Chinese computers are more
expensive than its English counterparts:-
1. The need for Chinese input and output normally demands display
screen and printer with higher resolution. This requirement is
actually a prerequisite for Chinese computing because Chinese
characters are much more complicated than than English alphabets
and thus require more dots per character.
2. Due to other difficulties, 'Chinese Computing' is still limited to
fairly few users. Thus any software or hardware development
costs and production costs accrued have to be shared by a smaller
number of users, forcing the cost per unit to rise.
3. As the market is perceived to be small, few vendors would be
interested to venture into this business. Hence very few offers
are available. This in turn limits the growth of this sector of the
industry. As competition is minimal, there is no reason for the
vendors to bring down the price.
Summary
We observed that the price of a Chinese microcomputer is about
20% to 40% higher than one that handles English only. There is no
standard way to input Chinese data into a computer. The input
methodologies implemented in existing products are more difficult to
learn than its counterpart for English. Speed is limited because a lot
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of mental processing is needed whereas to input English, the typist
simply types from what he or she sees. However, are these the key
limiting factors to the growth of Chinese computers? How are they
conceived by existing and potential customers?
I n spite of the inherent obstacles of the Chinese computing, some
computer vendors, especially those multinational corporations, have
invested huge amount of resources in research and development to
overcome such difficulties. At present, one forth of the total world!
population is Chinese. Such a potential market is too large to neglect.
These investments would definitely help to bring out new products,
with better performance and at a more attractive price.
Coupled with the brighter prospects on Hong Kong's political and
economical situation, the local market of Chinese computers should
expand. However, what is the extent of such increase? Who would be
the potential buyers? What product attributes they are looking for?
With all the above questions in mind, let's turn to the scope and




Based on the discussions of the previous two chapters,
there are many favourable and unfavourable factors that
affect the growth of Chinese computing in Hong Kong. To
summarize: Chapter l highlighted the favourable factors from
the viewpoint of political, economical, and technological
environment Chapter lI presented the inherent difficulties of
Chinese computing due to the characteristics of the Chinese
language. How these factors interact will have substantial
impact on the marketing strategy of local Chinese computer
vendors. Since it is impossible to conduct a full scale study
on the subject matter, we would limit our scope to a
particular sector.
Scope of Study
Chinese computing is a general term that refers to the use of
electronic data processing equipments to process information in Chinese
language. They can be large mainframes, intermediate systems,
minicomputers, microcomputers, personal computers or word-processors.
However, electronic processing of Chinese information is still not that
popular at the high end. Therefore, we would limit the scope of our
research to low end Chinese computers, mainly in the category of
microcomputers.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Chinese computing is employed by the
government, business organizations, non-profit making organizations
and so on. In this project, we would only focus on the business
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sector. Such a group would be the largest group. Its members
normally exercise their judgements independently- this contrasts
significantly with the centralized approach of the government. The
purchase decisions of this group would probably be based on a common
desire to improve productivity or efficiency. They would probably
share similar demands on the product attributes.
Although Hong Kong is the smallest community that uses Chinese
extensively in daily life, we deliberately excluded the others, namely
the P.R.C. and Taiwan so that the study will become more manageable.
Research Objectives
In a business environment, whether a product is marketed
successfully or not depends on a number of controllable and
uncontrollable factors. The uncontrollable factors are usually the
external factors which may be favourable or unfavourable. If we take
Chinese computer as an example, the favourable external factors are
those mentioned in Chapter I: after June 1997, Hong Kong would
become a Special Administration Region of the P.R.C. In the coming
years, the existing government would increase the use of Chinese in
her various activities the tremendous growth of business volume with
the P.R.C. stimulated a corresponding increase of business
communication in Chinese language and the technological advancement
of the information processing industry helps to bring Chinese computers
within the reach of most of the business firms. On the other hand, the
unfavourable external factors such as the difficulty of inputting Chinese
data into a computer, and the non-existence of a standard input
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method. However, we think that the impact and the significance of the
favourable factors would become more prominent in the next few years.
Therefore, we hypothesized that the marketing opportunities of Chinese
computers in Hong Kong would improve significantly in the next three
years. Although our hypothesis is a qualitative statement, we intend to
study the market potential quantitatively through a carefully designed
survey. Besides, we would also like to study the effects of controllable
factors, such as customers' buying criteria, product attributes. We
would also attempt to identify potential customers. Then we can come up
with some recommendations for Chinese computer vendors so that they
can manipulate the key elements of marketing, namely product, price,
place, and promotion.
With the above reasoning, we would like to achieve the following
objectives in our research:
1. to estimate the size of the present market of Chinese computer in
Hong Kong.
2. to assess the market potential of Chinese computers in the local
market.
3. to identify the buying criteria of both the existing users and the
potential customers.
4. to determine the common attributes of potential customers.




As no research result on relevant topics of our interest
is available in the public domain, we have to collect the
primary data ourselves. We decided to survey limited
companies engaged with 'China trade'. They amounted to
about 2400. The opinions and the present needs on 'Chinese
Computing' of at least 100 of such companies would be
collected by mail questionnaires.
Data Collection
To address the questions listed in Chapter III, we need to know
the present situation as well as the trend in future. These information
could be obtained by studying primary data or secondary data.
Secondary data, if available, would normally cost less in terms of money
and time. However, it is extremely difficult to obtain such data for
this study.
It is found that past studies or research reports on local computer
market are very scarce. This phenomenon is probably quite
apprehensible because personal computers or microcomputers are only
becoming more popular in the past two or three years. Before 1983,
'microcomputer' is not even included as a category in the classification
of commodities in the trade statistics prepared by the Department of
Census and Statistics of Hong Kong.
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The situation is even worse in the field of Chinese computing.
There is no way to find the official figures for the sales volume of
Chinese computers in the local market. Although there are some rough
estimates quoted by some local magazines or business executives, such
figures may not be reliable. An alternate way is to obtain the sales
figures of every major Chinese computer vendor, then such figures
could be added together for an estimate of the total. Unfortunately
most of the computer vendors treat their sales figures as confidential
company data and would not disclose them to outsiders. Hence, the
present market saturation, the market potential and the other
characteristics of the Chinese computers market can only be assessed
by studying primary data collected by ourselves. It is impractical to
survey on every company in Hong Kong. From statistical point of
view, it is not necessary if we are not looking for an exact count. We
would apply general principles of statistics and only survey on a
selected sample. Such a sample would be selected from a well defined
target population.
Target Population
Although the use of Chinese computers can be extended to all
walks of life in the society, the sampling units employed in this study
were business organizations in Hong Kong. Households were excluded
because, generally, they are not users, nor potential users of Chinese
computers. Chinese computers are inherently more expensive than
normal personal computers. At present, they are still limited to
business usage only.
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Owing to the nature of the study, there were two criteria that we
used to qualify a company as our survey targets. Firstly, they should
be either local limited companies or local subsidiaries of foreign
companies. Secondly, they should be engaged in China trade.
Non-limited local companies are typically small in size. They are
normally less well organized. Office automation would probably have a
low priority in these companies. By engaging in China trade, a
company would have to handle more correspondents and other trade
related documents in Chinese. Most of the trade representatives of the
P.R.C. have rather poor command of English. They normally use
Chinese only.
Selection of the Sample Size to Work on
To determine the sample size to work on, we have considered the
followings
1, the level of precision and the level of confidence we want to
achieve,
2. the way we are going to conduct the survey,
3. the resources, mainly time, that we can devote to this project.
A Statistical Approach
The sample size needed depends on the level of precision and the
level of reliability we want to achieve. It also depends on the
characteristics of the target population. From basic references on
25
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THE SAMPLE SIZES NEEDED
FOR DIFFERENT LETELS OF PRECISION
MEASURED SAMPLE PROPOORTION
Ilustration 3
statistics, if the sample proportion p is normal, the 2-sided confidence
interval estimate for a population proportion p is given by
where is the observed sample proportion
is the number of standard error
is the standard error of p
and e is the tolerable error or the level of precision
where n is the sample size.
If N is much larger than 1,
For a confidence level of 95.5%, z= 2.
By assigning a value to e, we can calculate the values of n for
different possible values of p. Appendix 3 show the data calculated
for n= 0.1 to n= 0.06. Illustration 3 is plotted with such data.
Notice that we need a larger sample size to achieve the same level of
precision if the sample proportion is approaching 0.5 from either
direction. Moreover, if we desire to achieve a lower level of error,
i.e. a higher level of precision, we would need a larger sample size.
The Justifications of a Norma! Distribution
The previous analysis is sound when the distribution of p is
normal. By the nature the questionnaires set, the distribution of p
should be multi-nominal. Most of the questions provide several
possible answers and the respondents were asked to choose the
'right' one. The sampling distribution of the proportion of
respondents picking a certain choice would be a multi-nominal
distribution. However, we can visualize such a distribution as a
binomial distribution. Suppose a respondent pick choice 'C', it is
equivalent to a 'Yes' to 'C' and a 'NO' to all the other choices. For
a binomial distribution's long as np 5 or n(1-p) 5, then the
sampling distribution of the sample proportion could be analyzed as
if it was a normal distribution. We would apply such a rule to our
analysis.
For our case, if n= 100. The above criteria would be satisfied
if p 0.05 and if p 0.95. Such extremes are quite unlikely
from our understanding of the subject. In case it does happen, the
level of confidence or the level of precision would be lower than our
target values. Even then, valuable qualitative information would be
obtained.
Pros and Cons of Mail Questionnaire
Normally, questionnaire survey is administered by mail, by
phone or by personal interview. We selected mail administration for
the following reasons:
1. With a mail questionnaire, respondents are allowed to finish it
at their own pace. Hopefully, this would produce more
thought-out responses to the questions. Respondents might
tend to answer spontaneously during personal interviews or
telephone interviews.
2. The anonymity of the mail questionnaire would encourage
respondents to be more frank on some sensitive issues, such as
sales volume. Respondents are usually reluctant to disclose
sensitive information during personal interview or telephone
interviews because the company or the individual could be
identified.
3. Mail questionnaire offers the least expensive way to reach a
total of 100 respondents. This is very significant when the
researchers could only perform all the work after office hours,
when the target respondents would also have left their offices.
4. Interviewer-interviewee interaction can cause bias in both
personal interviews or telephone interviews. Different
interviewers might ask different questions or might probe at
different aspects. Non verbal communication might also affect
the perception of a dialogue between the two parties.
5. Respondents would be more frank and open in answering
questions if the questionnaires are printed on university's
stationery. People tend to trust academic institutions and will
not worry their feedback being misused. For a phone
interview, the researchers cannot easily identify themselves ana
probably cannot gain the same level of trust as the mail
questionnaire.
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There are also some disadvantages of employing mail
questionnaire.
1. The researcher has practically no control nor influence on the
audience. The response rate is normally rather low.
2. Mail questionnaire is not suitable for open-ended questions that
require extensive probings in order to obtain a complete
response.
3. The researcher normally have no control on the time when the
responses would be available. Once the questionnaires are
mailed, researcher can only sit back and wait for the replies.
Normally, the researcher has to allow a longer time period for
the replies to be returned.
The drawbacks of mail questionnaire could, however, be
minimized by preparing a set of carefully designed questionnaires
and by preparing a longer mailing list.
Rationales of Aiming at 100 Respondents
I f we work with a sample size of 100, the level of precision for
different value of p are







The implication is that if the measured sample proportion for a
certain characteristics is 0.3, then the probability that the actual
population proportion lies between 0.21 to 0.39 is 95.5%. Such a
precision is reasonably high and should be be sufficient for our
purpose.
From the reports of the previous researches performed by the
MBA students of the Chinese University, it was found that the
response rate for mail questionnaires ranged from 15% to 25%. To
ensure that we would obtain 100 respondents to our survey, we need
to mail 400 to 700 letters depending on whether we are pessimistic or
optimistic about the response rate.
To mail a set of questionnaires to 600 companies would take a
lot of time and effort. Considering the limited resources we had, it
was the practical limit if we were to do it with good quality.
To sum up, the choice of 100 samples to survey reflected a
compromise between the various factors we had considered. The key
ones were the level of precision and the level of confidence we aimed
at the resource we could allocate for this project. With a mailing
list of 600 companies, a response rate of 17% would be sufficient to
meet our target. Higher response rates would help to improve the
level of precision of the survey results.
Details of Administration
Selecting the Sample
Companies that fulfilled both criteria stated before were founc
from a publication, A Book Of Firms Trading With China, issuec
by the Guangzhou Foreign Trade Centre in October, 1983. Listed ir
the book were 1,944 local limited companies and 497 foreign firms
with China-trade business in Hong Kong. Therefore, the populatior
of the study is about 2,441.
The mailing list was prepared by picking every fourth company
that satisfied our criteria, thus our list is made up of 610
companies.
Designing the Questionnaire
As we had a well defined set of data to look for, it was quite
straight forward to design the questions. The flow of the questions
were arranged in such a way that the respondents would not be
misled. Ease of filling was considered. Most of the questions were
designed with five different responses and respondents were asked
to select the one that matched his opinion. Since some of the local
Chinese firms might solely use Chinese as their media of
communication, a bi-lingual questionnaire was designed. A sample of
the questionnaire could be found in Appendix 4.
Before the questionnaire were mailed, the questionnaire was
reexamined, revised, and pretested for accuracy, content validity,
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and sequence of flow. Special effort was made to avoid leading or
ambiguous questions.
Testing of the questions were performed in two stages:
1. A role-play scenario by ourselves acting as subjects revealed
the most obvious shortcomings.
2. A pilot test was conducted by asking 10 people to answer the
questionnaire. Their opinions regarding the sequencing and
the wording of the questions were consolidated and implemented
in the final review.
Running the Survey
The questionnaires were mailed with return envelop to the
China Trade Department or to the Department of Public Relations of
the companies. The town office of the MBA program was used as
the return address. Replies started to arrive about one week after
the questionnaire are mailed. This continued for about three weeks.
A total of 133 replies were received. The returned questionnaires
were then edited for omissions and inaccuracies. After the process
of validation, three replies were discarded. Thus a total of 130
useful responses were available.
Then these replies were encoded by assigning a number to each
choice. This was necessary to allow counting and tabulation with a
computer. With the aid of a computer, the data can be manipulated
in various ways with minimal manual counting. Appendix 5 showed
the tabulation of the encoded data of all the valid responses.
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ANALYSIS OF SURVEY RESULTS
We would start with the background information of the
respondents' companies. Then the present ways of
processing information in Chinese in these companies would be
reviewed. The respondents' feelings with such methods would
be gauged. Lastly, the most desirable attributes of a
Chinese computer would be rated.
Background Information of the Respondents' Companies
Questions AG, AH were designed to gather information on the
number of employees, the contribution of China trade to the total
revenue of the respondents' companies.
The upper pie chart of Illustration 4 shows the distribution of the
number of employees employed by companies in the sample. 32% of them
had less than 10 employees. If our bracket is to include companies
with 50 or less employees, 58% of the companies in the sample would fall
in this group. From these figures, we can conclude that most of the
companies in our sample were small companies in terms of the number of
employees.
The contribution of China trade to the company's total revenue is
shown in the lower pie-chart. 29% of the these companies had more
than 80% of their revenue generated from China trade. These
companies would definitely need Chinese in their business
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communications. They are more likely to to convinced to use Chinese
computers.
The implications of such a high proportion of small firms are:
1. companies with few employees would have relatively simple
organization structure. Probably there are only two or three tiers
of hierarchy. As a result, most of the information flow within the
organization would probably be verbal and would be, relatively
smooth and quick their needs to automate information processing
might not be too imminent.
2. small companies usually have limited amount of capital. They might
not be able to afford the luxury of buying expensive equipments.
In their purchasing process, they will probably be very
price-conscious. Affordability is normally their key concern.
3. small companies usually justify not to automate their offices by
claiming that there is insufficient business volume or workload.
4. although the overall office workload is low, the average workload
per employee might be rather high due to the limited number of
staff in small companies. Therefore, a counter argument that
favours the adoption of an automated office in small companies is
the need to raise the average productivity of the employees.
Question AE asked the respondents if they thought their company
were going to buy a Chinese computer in the coming three years. 39
replied that they would buy one while 72 considered it unlikely. The
proportion of potential buyers was about 35%. By projecting this to the
entire target population, we can estimate the total number the potential
buyers in the target population.
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proportion in the sample 35%
range with 95.5% confidence 25% to 44%
620 to 1100probable size of buyers in the target population
The Present Users of Chinese Computers
From the responses to Question 0, it is found that 13 companies
were using Chinese Computers at the time of the survey. This is
exactly 10% of the entire sample.
Illustration 5 shows the distribution of the date of the most recent
purchase of a Chinese computer in the respondents' companies.
Note that about 77% of those who owned a Chinese computer
concluded their most recent purchase within the past 12 months. The
percentage would increase to 92% if we included those made in the past
24 months. This could probably be attributed to:
1, stand-alone, small Chinese computers appeared only a few years
ago. These equipments were good enough for the kind of
applications needed and were affordable.
2. the needs on Chinese Information processing mounted in recent
years due to the rapid increase in the trade between Hong Kong
and the P.R.C.
From the responses to Question 0, we can also explore if owning a
Chinese computer is related with the previous experience with electronic
data processing.
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The followings are observed:
Number of respondents using Chinese computers now 13
Number of respondents using Chinese computers and
7an English word processor
Number of respondents using Chinese computers and
a mini-computer 8
Number of respondents using Chinese computers and
large computers 3
Number of respondents using Chinese computers and
networks of computers I
Compared with the bar charts on Illustration 6, the trends are
quite similar.
Illustration 6 is plotted from responses to Question 0 and Question
AE. By combining the responses to these two questions we could
compare the present users, the 'would buy' group and the entire
sample.
Judging from the above, we conclude that whether a company use
a Chinese computer or not need not bear any particular relations with
the previous experience the company have with electronic data
processing. Probably a Chinese computer was treated as a standalone
office equipment, just like a typewriter or a word processor. Apart
from the difficulties in inputting data in Chinese, operating it resembles
that of a personal computer. Expertise with electronic data processing
is not a prerequisite.
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The Present Distribution of Using Chinese Language
in Business Environment
By comparing the usage of Chinese language in different business
activities of a company, it is found that in correspondences or contracts
with China, Chinese is used much more frequently than in other
activities. The proportion of respondents using Chinese in China trade
related activities is 43%. This is much higher than in circulars to
employees, about 33%, or in the area of company files, which is just
19%.
On the other hand, the use of English drops significantly in China
trade related activities. Only 9% of the sample use English as the only
language for communication. Such companies would probably be
subsidiaries of multinational firms. Another point to note is that about
half of the companies elected to use English to prepare their company
files. This figure, combined with the fact that 40% of the company
used English for internal circulars to employees testifies that English is
the most frequently used language in business.
1. Hong Kong had been a British colony for a long time. Much of
the social, educational, economical, and political systems are
heavily influenced by Britain.
2. Owing to the historical background of Hong Kong and in
particular, the promotion of English in the educational system, the
average English standard of local citizens is comparatively high.
3. English is the universal language of business.
OPINIONS ON THE TREND OF USING CHINESE LANGUAGE
IN BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
NOT SURE STAY AT THE PRESENT LEVEL
USED MUCH MORE EXTENSIVELY USED MORE EXTENSIVELY
Illustration 8
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4. The popularity of English typewriters and other word processing
equipments also encourages the use of English in business.
Whereas for. Chinese, no such tools are readily available.
Despite the predominant use of English in business, we would like
to see the trend of using Chinese in light of the inevitable economical
and political changes.
Opinions on the Trend of Using Chinese Language in Business Environment
Although English plays a dominant role in business, 32% of the
respondents, as shown on Illustration 8, think that they would use
Chinese more extensively in business communications in the next three
years. A significant growth in the use of Chinese in business
environment was predicted.
If we categorize the respondents into those who would buy a
Chinese computer in the next three years and those who would not
buy, their opinions on the trend of using Chinese language differed
significantly.
Illustration 9 shows the proportion of different opinions of the two
groups.
Among the 'would buy' respondents, a much higher proportion of
them predicted that Chinese would be used more extensively. The
difference is 46% versus 20%. The prediction that Chinese would be
used more extensively is probably a significant factor in inducing them
to buy Chinese computers.
The two groups showed little difference in the proportion of
respondents that had the opinion of 'stay at the present level'.
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38% of the 'would buy' respondents did not think Chinese would be
used more extensively. Probably they are fed up with the present
ways of preparing, storing, retrieving and distributing Chinese
information. We would cover that in more details later.
Relative Frequency of Ways to Prepare Chinese Documents
In order to size the market potential of Chinese computers, we
have to study how the companies presently prepare Chinese documents.
The histogram in Illustration 10 shows the relative frequency of the
different methods currently used. As some companies may adopt more
than one method, the frequency summation is more than 130, the total
number of respondents.
1. About 7% (9/130) of the respondents were using automated
equipment, mainly Chinese computers, to help prepare their
Chinese documents. The low percentage indicated that Chinese
computers were not popular and were not well accepted at the time
of the survey.
2. An overwhelming majority of the companies were preparing Chinese
documents by hand-writing. This phenomenon have the following
implications:-
i. The market potential of Chinese computer is virtually
untapped. This may be a good marketing opportunity for
computer vendors.
ii. The unpopularity of Chinese computers may reflect
shortcomings of the equipments offered. This could either
be poor design of hardware or software. Difficulties such
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as non-standardization of the input methods, limited
availability of application software may deter people from
using the machine in business.
Feelings about the Present Ways of Preparing Chinese Documents
Questions J to N of the questionnaire asked for the respondents'
satisfaction levels on some aspects of the existing system of preparing,
storing, retrieving and distributing Chinese information. Turnaround
time and ease of modification were the two aspects that had raised the
greatest concern.
The pie charts on Illustration 11 shows that about one third of the
respondents are dissatisfied, one third are satisfied while the rest are
neutral on turnaround time and ease of modification.
Similar to previous analysis, the respondents would be grouped
under 'would buy' and 'would not buy' categories. As shown in
Illustration 12, 50% of the 'would buy' respondents were dissatisfied
with the turnaround time in preparing Chinese documents. On the
other hand, only 22% of the 'would not buy' respondents expressed
dissatisfaction. The findings strongly suggest that to improve
turnaround time in document preparation is one of the motives to buy a
Chinese computer.
Similarly, feelings about the ease of modification in preparing
Chinese documents is shown on Illustration 13. 61% of the 'would buy'
respondents expressed dissatisfaction while only 15% of the 'would not
buy' respondents shared the same feelings. Again, to facilitate
modification is another motive for such purchases.
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Between them, respondents seem to be more concerned with the
ease of modification.
Reasons of NOT Owning a Chinese Computer
Quite a high percentage of the respondents were not satisfied with
the present ways of preparing Chinese documents. Nevertheless
Chinese computers which should be of great help in these areas were
only present in about 10% of the respondents' companies. Let's see
what were the reasons that had kept these companies from owning and
using a Chinese computer.
Illustration 14 shows the reasons quoted by the respondents of riot
owning a Chinese computer at the time of the survey. It is plotted
from responses to Question AB of the questionnaire.
For the group of respondents who indicated that they would not
buy a Chinese computer in the next 3 years, more than 50% of them
claimed that the work load did not justify such a purchase. For the
potential buyers, the proportion was only 32%. As long as the work
load justified a purchase, then the vendors might have a chance to
conclude a sale to these companies.
As many as 28% of the potential buyers considered that they were
not aware of the price and capability of a Chinese computer. This
reflects that the vendors were doing a rather poor job in the past. It
also opens up a great opportunity for those who would try to ratify it.
A fairly low percentage of the respondents thought a high price
tag was the major reason that they had not bought a Chinese computer.
Maybe they were indifferent to the price of a Chinese computer.
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Another possibility was that as long as business needs justified the
costs, then price was a secondary concern.
It is interesting to note that not too many of the respondents were
concerned with the difficulties in inputting data into a Chinese
computer. The respondents were middle to top managers in the
companies surveyed. If there was such needs, the company could
always hire someone with the skills to operate a Chinese computer,
probably by paying a premium for it.
Relative Importance of Desirable Features
We found there was rooms to expand in marketing Chinese
computers. Apart from addressing the concerns reviewed previously,
namely to speed up the time to prepare a document and to facilitate
modification of a document, what were the other product attributes that
potential buyers would be interested at? Question AC was designed to
probe at this area.
Illustration 15 shows the priority the respondents attached with
the various features of a Chinese computer. The respondents were
asked to list them in descending orders, i.e. 1 for the most desirable
feature, 2 for the second choice and so on. In some responses, equal
priority was given to more than one feature. We decided to accept
these responses as valid ones because such a choice might be the most
appropriate one in real life situation.
The capability to facilitate English to Chinese translation received
the highest score of 'first priority'. This signals that most business
organizations surveyed have imminent needs in translating information
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from English into Chinese. As a lot of foreign firms are trying to
establish trading relations with the P.R.C. via Hong Kong, a lot of
trade related materials, brochures have to be translated into Chinese so
that trade representatives of the P.R.C. can understand them. In the
past, such trade related materials, brochures were usually unavailable
in Chinese. China did not play an important role in international
trade. As an average Hong Kong resident normally does not have good
command of both languages, nor the ability to perform translation
professionally, companies have to rely on the service of the translation
bureaus. If a Chinese computer could assist the employees of a
company to perform this task, it would definitely be a big plus.
The second on the list is 'using a standard typewriter keyboard'.
This probably reflects the following feelings:
1, most people are more familiar with a standard typewriter keyboard.
When a standard typewriter keyboard is used to input Chinese
data, the keys would bear drastically different meanings as
compared with the English version. Nevertheless, people might
feel more easy with such a keyboard as it appears to be more
familiar. Furthermore, probably a lot of the respondents were not
aware of the details of inputting Chinese data into a computer.
2. When a standard typewriter was used, respondents might think
that such a system could be used for English word processing or
for other purposes. This is definitely desirable as the return on
the investment could be maximized. It is also advantageous to
integrate different applications in one system. It would save space
and minimize training.
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The other three features have nearly identical scores for the
amount of '1st priority', '2nd priority' and '3rd priority' respectively.
The low level of importance respondents attached with the quality
of printout and display is rather surprising to the researchers. Many
companies strive to ensure that the company correspondents are
produced in high quality as this would help to cast an image of prestige
and status. This has been an important purchase motive of English
word processors. However, respondents to this survey seemed to take
this lightly.
Maybe these companies are used to the present level of quality.
As handwritten texts are acceptable up to now, probably, their trading
counterparts and competitors are also not too concerned about this.
The ability to produce nice printouts and high quality display is 'nice
to have', but it is definitely not indispensable.
The respondents also cared very little about the ability to support
multiple input methods.
This is quite natural. Why should a company use many different
input methods? As discussed before, learning an input method is quite
difficult and would require a lot of training. As long as an input
method is chosen by a company, it would be sticked to. Even when a
much more superior one becomes available, the company may not switch
to the new method. Consider the case of the standard typewriter
keyboard, numerous researches have proved that its arrangement is far
from perfect yet up to now, there is little chance that it would be
altered.
Computer vendors designed their products to support multiple
input methods because this would help to improve the economy of scale.
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At present, there is no standard in input methods. If a product was
designed to support a specific input method, it might become obsolete
when that input method became not so popular. As it could not
support other input methods, its market would be restricted. By
designing -a product that support multiple input methods, the majority
of the market could be covered. Normally this is achieved by loading
different programs into the computer. In this way, more boxes could
be manufactured in one batch.
The respondents also placed the ability to support Chinese
characters in both the traditional forms and in the simplified form.
A possible reason is that the simplified form is used in the P.R.C.
while the traditional form is used in Taiwan and Hong Kong. As
discussed before, most of the documents for internal communications in
local firms are in English. For firms that trade with Taiwan, the
chance that they would also have trade relations with the P.R.C. is
rather low- the Taiwan government would not allow such practices. So
the need to use both forms is rather limited. Probably, the support
for the simplified form is more desirable.
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The Preference of the Potential Buyers
It is interesting to note that the potential buyers' priority differs
slightly from that of the entire sample. For the vendors of Chinese
computers, the opinions of this group should bear higher significances.
Illustration 16 shows the priority rating of the various features of
the potential buyers.
Standard typewriter keyboard turns out to be the top scorer of
'1st priority'. If both '1st priority' and '2nd priority' are counted,
then the ability to support English to Chinese translation is a close
second.
To conclude, we can be very sure that these two features are the
key features that potential buyers would be looking for.
Another point to note is that the rating for the ability to support
Chinese in both its traditional form and its simplified form is
significantly higher in this group. A possible reason is that as the
input to the system has to be performed by local staffs, it has to be in
the traditional form whereas the output would have to be in the
simplified form to suit the business representatives of the P.R.C..
The positions of the other 2 features are nearly the same as the
entire sample.
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Illustration 17 shows the price range respondents were willing to
pay for a Chinese computer. The responses of the 'would buy' group
and the entire sample are shown in the 2 pie charts. The data to plot
them are generated from the responses to Question AD. More than 80%
of the respondents in both groups considered HK$ 60,000 the upper
limit. About half of them would only pay HK$ 40,000 or less. The
consistency between the potential buyers and the entire sample is
strikingly high.
It is likely that respondents are inferring the price of a Chinese
computer from that of the other office equipments which they are more
familiar with. At present, a decent word processor for English is listed
at about HK$ 301000. I f we allow a 20% to 30% markup for the Chinese
version, it would be about HK$ 40,000.
This piece of information is very important for the vendors. They
have to offer products that can be priced at around HK$ 50,000 while
generating the desirable margin.
Such a price should be possible. The price of the products
currently available in the market fall into this range.
Summary of Key Findings




the likely market for Chinese computers consists mainly of small
companies: 32% of them had less than 10 employees, and 58% of
them had less than 50 employees.
only 10% of the sample were using Chinese computers.
about 77% of the present Chinese computer users bought their
system within the last 12 months.
35%, about 1/3, of the respondents indicated that they intended
to buy Chinese computers within the next three years.
2. Customer Profile
nearly half of the respondents used Chinese in their China
trade activities.
the majority of the respondents prepared Chinese document by
hand-writing.
46% of the potential buyers thought that they would use Chinese
more extensively in the next three years.
prior data processing experience was not a prerequisite to
purchase and use Chinese microcomputers.
insufficient workload was the main excuse of not buying Chinese
computers.
3. Product Attribute
'ease of modification' and 'shorter turnaround time' in preparing
Chinese documents were the key concerns about the present
manual method of preparing Chinese documents.
'English to Chinese translation' and 'standard typewriter
keyboard' were the most desirable product features.




80% of the respondents considered HK$ 601000 as the upper limit
for a Chinese computer system.
The above findings could have significant marketing implications.
In Chapter VI, we would discuss our conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA LIONS
As we have shown in Chapter V, 35% of the sample would buy
Chinese computers in the next three years. The sample proportion can
be used to infer the population characteristic. Translated into absolute
numbers, there would be 620 to 1100 potential buyers in this specific
population with 95.5% confidence level. If we take the average number
of the two ends, it would become 860. Besides, the price of the
Chinese computer that would appeal to most of the potential buyers is
around HK$50,000. Assuming that each potential buyer will only
purchase one unit, we can estimate the size of the total market--- it
amounts to HK$ 43 million. However, we should be careful not to
regard the 43 million dollars sales as the maximum limit of the total
market potential for Chinese computers in the next three years in Hong
Kong. The figure is simply a projection based on the findings of our
study of the sample group. Such a projection is a static estimate. I f
the following factors are taken into consideration, a larger market
potential is expected:
1. The focus of this study was confined to the companies engaged in
China trade business sector, the market potential of other business
organizations, government, public sector, educational institutions,
and non-profit making organizations was not included. Among
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them, the government has long been a major user of Chinese
computers. The sales potential to this group of business
organizations or government agencies should not be overlooked.
However, to estimate the total market potential is beyond the scope
of this study.
2. By adding some inexpensive attachments to normal Chinese
computers, they can become terminals of a large host system.
They can also act as workstations for Chinese information
processing. In these days when the productivity of office workers
is conceived as a key area for. improvement, many companies are
increasing the ratio of terminals to office workers. The likelihood
of selling multiple units to such company is fairly high.
3. If the product is tactfully positioned and properly marketed, a
larger market potential will be realized. Marketing programs such
as advertising, exhibition, product seminar, direct mailing, and
etc. would definitely help to arouse public awareness and to
stimulate people's interests in the product. This, in turn, will
boost the total market potential.
4. Technological improvement in both the hardware and software of
Chinese computers will keep to reduce their costs while enhancing
their capabilities and performance. With better performance and at
a more attractive price, more people will find the purchase of
Chinese computers easier to justify.
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Recommendations to Existing Chinese Computer Vendors
At present,. there are not many Chinese computer vendors in the
market. Most of the vendors started selling English computers only.
Then their product offering extended to include Chinese computers.
Consequently, the marketing strategy of Chinese computers of these
companies resembles very much that of the English counterparts. For
example, computer vendors, who are used to direct selling, may use the
same approach to sell Chinese computers. Owing to the unique
characteristics of Chinese computers, the traditional approach may not
be so appropriate. Based on our study, we would like to recommend
the existing Chinese computer vendors on how to improve their
effectiveness in the four aspects of marketing-- product, price,
promotion, and place.
Product
To be able to identify the potential customers is the key to
success in marketing. Questions such as who they are and why they
buy are particularly important. From the results in Chapter V,
potential buyers tend to be those companies trading with China. They
are concerned with the ease of modification and the turnaround time in
preparing Chinese documents or correspondences. They are not that
meticulous about the quality of output. These findings will shed light
on the design of the machine and the development of application
software.
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In order to appeal to the users, Chinese computers should have
the following product attributes:
1. ability to translate English to Chinese-- theoretically, a computer
can be designed to have such capability. However, we all
understand that practically, good translation from linguistic point
of view cannot be done. A feasible alternative is to incorporate a
phrasal dictionary for frequently used words or phrases.
2. standard English typewriter keyboard-- the desire for this
attribute rules out the marketability of Chinese computer with
large keyboards. Chinese computers should be designed to use
standard typewriter keyboard. Input methodology incorporating
this should be explored.
3. quality output not to be overemphasized-- as the survey findings
indicated that quality output was not high on the customers'
priority list, computer manufacturers need not spend too much
effort and money to produce printers and displays with very high
resolution. Obviously, this will help reduce the cost and hence
the competitiveness of the computer. Our finding in this aspect
also explains why there is a market for 'Chinese adapter cards',
such cards can be plugged into an English microcomputer to enable
it to have the Chinese input and output capabilities. This
approach is commonly adopted by English computer users who want
to upgrade the machine capability to support Chinese computing
economically. As the machine was originally designed for English
output, the resolution of the display screen is normally insufficient
to support nice looking Chinese characters.
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4. bilingual capability-- bilingual capability is not the same as the
translation capability. We refer to a situation where the machine
can handle English and Chinese applications at different times. If
the computer can run English application in addition to Chinese,
then the machine will appeal to a broader market segment.
5. hardware character generation-- most of the Chinese computers in
the market rely on software to generate Chinese characters. That
is to say, all Chinese characters are stored in a font library on a
diskette or on a hard disk. Each time when an operator keys in
radicals or numeric codes of a particular Chinese character, the
system will fetch the corresponding character from the font library
and display the image on the screen or send it to the printer for
output. As we have to access the font library on either a diskette
or a hard disk, this process is very slow compared to the
processing speed of the central processing unit. A more advanced
and efficient method of character generation is to load the font
library into the ROM (Read Only Memory) of the system. As a
result, system response will be much quicker and operator's
efficiency would be enhanced.
Price
Knowing the maximum price that the consumers are willing to pay
is ideal but not practical nor feasible. In Economics' terminology, this
is the identification of customers' demand curve so that a price can be
set at the level where all consumer surplus are exploited. In reality,
however, we can only charge at a generally acceptable price. Based on
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Chapter V, the most reasonable price for a Chinese computer ranges
from HK$ 40,000 to HK$ 60,000. In order to obtain better profit,
computer vendors should develop new ways to cut costs, especially
marketing and operating expenses.
Place
Channel of distribution may be one of the ways that can help save
operating costs. Computers, unlike the other consumer commodities,
are usually marketed through direct selling. Traditionally, all computer
vendors hire their own marketing professionals to market their
products. Users or potential customers are generally classified
according to the locations of the customer or according to the different
types of industries. This kind of selling will incur quite a substantial
amount of operating overheads because the marketing executives are
remunerated not only by the sales commissions but also by a fix amount
of basic salary.
One of the alternatives that can help reduce operating costs yet
increase market coverage is to use external channel of distribution.
One common example is dealership appointment. A dealer is usually
defined as an independent businessman who buys in quantity at a
discount from multiple manufacturers and wholesalers. Typically the
dealer operates a retail store and is dependent on extensive advertising
to generate sales. Although some dealers may employ an outbound sales
force, their operations are mainly for walk-in sales. Therefore this
type of business arrangement will be suitable to market low-end
equipment at the retail level. Advantages of appointing dealers are:
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1, lower operating costs-- by giving a quantity discount to dealers,
computer vendors can save the overheads in keeping their own
marketing executives. Besides, the cost of end user training can
also be eliminated because dealers will be responsible for customer
education.
2. wider and deeper market penetration-- by appointing a number of
dealers, computer vendors will gain the expertise of individual
dealers: some dealers may have strong association with a particular
industry, some may have their own sales force, and etc.
3. more distribution outlets-- by appointing more dealers, computer
vendors will practically have additional retail stores other than his
own office. Retail stores, which are usually located at the ground
floor of business buildings or at the centre of shopping arcades,
will attract crowds of people.
Promotion
As we have mentioned above, the traditional concept of direct
selling will not be appropriate to promote Chinese computers. Low
revenue product will not justify cold calls and long selling cycles.
Therefore, computer vendors should look for external channel of
distribution. In order to foster the growth of external network of
distribution, the concept of mass marketing or in-bound marketing
should be adopted. Logically, the adoption of in-bound sales strategy
will call for a serious of promotion programs so as to generate large
number of incoming sales leads or enquiries.
Promotional programs can be in the form of the following:
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1. advertising-- advertising can be a very effective means of
communication if properly designed and implemented. By selecting
the advertising media carefully, the target market can easily be
reached. Examples of advertising media are: computer magazine,
China trade magazine, and business newspapers.
2. direct mailing-- mass mailing of product brochures should be sent
periodically to the selected group of potential customers. This
program will first require the identification of the target customers
and the gathering of the most up to date mailing lists. As
discussed in previous chapters, the potential buyers will be those
companies or firms that have trade relationship with China. The
company list used in our study serves as a good example to locate
the target customers for Chinese computer.
3. exhibition-- in order to promote public awareness, participating in
business exhibitions such as microcomputer shows and office
equipment exhibitions will definitely help. Visitors to the booth
showing keen interest or asking detailed product information are
encouraged to fill in an enquiry form for follow up action.
4. seminar-- product seminar for the application of Chinese
computers in business can be conducted regularly to complement
the other promotional activities. I n order to attract more
attendees, computer vendors can advertise to distribute some give-
away items as souvenir to attending audience.
In addition to the promotional activities, product positioning is
important. According to the findings in this study, Chinese computer
will appeal to more potential users if it has the bilingual capability.
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Therefore, to position the Chinese computer as a multifunction system
will help to convey the message.
Recommendations to New Entrants
As the local Chinese computer market is at its infant stage, there
are many marketing opportunities as well as many difficulties.
Computer vendors who intend to enter the local market should seriously
study the market potential, product strengths and weaknesses, and
competitive activities. There are at lease two alternatives open to new
entrants:
1. If one is taking an optimistic view, one can enter the market with
our previously mentioned recommendations.
2. If one is doubtful about the profitability of the local market, it
might be a good idea to assess the market potential of the P.R.C.
and Taiwan where Chinese are used predominately. If the
assessment is favourable, one can still decide to invest in Chinese
computers. Of course, different target market will call for
different approach in software and hardware development. For
example, it would be necessary to develop software that handles
simplified Chinese if one is going to enter the P.R.C. market.
Appendix 1; Exports of Hong Kong in $'000,000
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Appendix 3: Sample Sizes Needed to Achieve a Given Level of Precision
P n n 1
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Survey on 'The Prospects of Chinese Computing in H.K.'
We are final year students of the 3 Years MBA Programme of the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. We are working on a research on 'The Prospects of
Chinese Computing in H.K. and are writing to seek your help.
The main objective of this project is to assess the needs of various
organizations on Chinese data processing equipments. Our supervisor for this
project is Dr. Steilen. As an user, or a potential user, your expert views are
occpn+ ial Tn makp this studv a success.
This research is purely an academic endeavour. The questionaire enclosec
with this letter would take about 15 minutes to complete. The data collectec
from this survey would be processed and analyzed as a whole. Individual persor
or company would not be identified..
So, please complete the questionaire and return it to us in the enclosed
pnvelod.
Wishing you every success in the year of OX.
Yours faithfully.
CK4L
C.K. Hui Alfred Tsoi
香 港 中 文 大 學
5 0
III 0 -1- 15971 17
013011316 00001
I5 -1— “7 177 03
啟 欧 去 ：
我 們 都 是 中 文 大 學 三 年 制 工 商 管 理 碩 士 課 程 的 三 年 級 结 生 。 ：







隨 信 附 上 的 問 卷 ， 只 需 約 十 五 分 諠 ， 便 能 垃 好 ， 敬 希 閗 下
能 鼎 力 支 持 ， 提 供 有 問 的 資 料 。
我 們 保 証 ： 所 得 的 资 料 ， 純 淬 為 學 術 研 究 用 ； 問 卷 亦 沒 有 句
何識別 7
命 伽 别 ？ 浴 志




THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
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貴 機 構 在 下 列 埸 合 中 ， 會 石 使 闲 由 兮 阳 ？
I I II I 14 9 I I 1 I I I
以 下 所 列 胳 滴 用 於 閗 甜 召
中 . 英 文 並 用 . 就 忮 彳 言 問 卷 一 搽
令 部 份 傾 田 贫 介
+ 部 似 庙 田 贫 七
女 邬 扮 伸 闲 由 令
仝 部 诒 伸 用 由 女
向 萏 丁 發 怖 诵 尖 姑
存 组 中 圆 留 层 卜 使 用 的 信 侏 畠 会 約 筇
X.
泎 銪 問 嵇 . 席 告 卜
1
0 III 1 7711.
Questional re
«— t-w-•, i-| u i- JJW
Please put a tick y against the item of your choice.
If you are interested inthe finding of this survey, please fill in the slip
the end of this questional're. When the result is available, we would mail
a copy to you.
In the following activities, would Chinese be used as the medium for
communication?
i ii yj irr U2i m u ihi «a H u.
The followings apply to questions A to E.
» ZTZ 2liL m» Tvti P}C 12 PJ— VH
Bilingual, like this questionalre,
-X. PW J LA. TJ Z7C .X.
All of them are in English only.
A PP 1J IX. TJ _C
Most of them are in English only.
y v mh jJ L u T
Most of them are in Chinese only.
—i— h- —J LA IJ I
All of them are in Chinese only.
a j -JxV. i'f Jlz, U4 ~i
For memo or circular to employees
11 w T a W 7 -L K nj PJ IS It. 'To
For correspondence, contracts when trading with China
i-k. v-v 11 j i j »-»r— -J ii xix -v v v mi »«v xa.
For company files, e.g. personnel.
iJL- 11 I-VI I l~J V LAV1—4—»—
For press release, advertisement
yu XN if irj a5, r. ic b in ?u m.
Is there other activities in which Chinese
would be used? Please list them.

















夺 外 問 的 中 女 打 学 奸 ， 印 品 丨 碎
苴 仲 、 ( ， 詁 坰 它 們 邡 屮 、








;;,- t,• «wn»K«f xwwiijguD ujg?
the next 3 years, would it be used more extensively in your comoanv7
Yes, Chinese would be used MUCH MORE extensively.
td 1F3 TO H JJU
Yes, Chinese would be used MORE extensively.
WJ nb ti Tr f3 +a JJU
Mavbe. but NOT MUCH.
% tj W fr W II Dj 7jC ~r
No, it would stay at the present level.
k pac irr ac, I J -£X. I r I IT U J u•
How are Chinese documents prepared in your ccmoanv?
M tl J. BJ T A Fti aa £w
With in-house Chinese ccniDuterword processor.
M 0 M fctJ H4 X tJ ft M ihi
With in-house Chinese typewriter
y -f
By hand.
X 7Y raj ttJ t a JJ ir fx qj Ap'j m
By outside typing bureauprinter.
A H!i. v an its to in y'J ra)
Others. (Please list them.
yi i. wb 7H iu i°j mr it z 7r? ix x x rt- pj ve i
How are documents in Chinese filedretrieved in your company
M A T JA 1 r UJ J (ZA
By traditional manual filing system
M T A Mi M W 1f
By Chinese computerword processor
tui, t si? jtt t, ii J yu it J
Ot-hpr-Q Dlppcp lief f-hrrv
fSri I U J iZj L i Ci— J .'A t'tr AA i AA j•
How many Chinese documents would have to be filed or retrieved by you:
cnpmf n-rrr rvo y r.TnV
M H 7JX A J U 'J II





閤 下 對 目 前 的 檔 案 方 法 是 苔 諶 意 呢 ？
以 下 列 出 的 將 適 用 於 問 盟 至 ！ .
幻 音 目
頗 為 不 滋 竟
非 常 不 涊 竞
搜 成 由 的 洛 糾 的 但 达
預 備 一 份 中 文 文 件 □ 花 的 時 間
修 改 中 文 文 件 是 否 方 便
咨 紂 存 取 杲 丕 方 何 钕 愧
槐 描 的 形 俛
—--'»—•-•»• II•«» W•
Are you satisfied with the existing system of preparing, filing and
retrieving Chinese information?•
1 g M |.J aa u «N |Mj Jta vj rt Hi
The following applies to questions J to N.





Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.
V »»W• ir»l 'ut
Quite dissatisfied.
7r m i tr as%
Very dissatisfied.
w w ru o'j M H oj w m
Security of your company information.
rnj 1J I xS II I U»-•- J I—-
Turnaround time in preparing a document
Ease of modification to a document
11 ir hai At cr jj la. w ut
Ease of storage and retrieval.
tax UJ 7r?
fnmnpnv imsnp











貴 機 構 有 使 用 下 列 的 設 備 和 服 務 頃 ？ 閟 下 可 孭 擇 劣 於 一 頂 ‘
響“‘ 1 V I I I I V I I I I
白 晋 的 每 女 兮 玄 忠 柯 城
““ I I I I 1. I I I 10 11 I
自 置 的 中 ， 英 文 女 字 虑 理 槐
八丨[丨丨 II
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I 1 15 7 61 0
如 杲 貴 機 構 現 在 沒 有 使 用 中 文 電 腦 的 話 ， 諳 直 接 注 問 題 炖








M v w H K m i 7U Py K va U jR ng; ££J p PJ 3 fp? ZR —m M•
Is any of the following equipments or services used in your company?
You may choose more than one of the followings.
•—« -£3L J «2 A±l
Word processor for Fnalish nnlv.
H Ji BJ T JC JC rr b Fg fix
Word processor for both Chinese Enalish.
0 1 BJ 11
Mini-rnmnnfpr
t-« J=L WJ y zs=. fQ ilk
I flrnp rnmniifpr
e M. aj m m e? m sa oj m r ••
Network linking computers, word processors.
7t IBJ MS as JR 42? xc RJ HJ JR ffi
ComDutina services from comnuter sprvire bureaus.
XA -i- HI 7'J Bj tJP (X T
Nonp of thp above.
?- VXi ir? 1J- hi l U i UU51 WJ DO f PH -Q. jC IX. IRJ KJi hUJ.
IF YOUR COMPANY IS USING A CHINESE COMPUTERWORD PROCESSOR, PLEASE
CONTINUE. OTHERWISE SKIP QUESTIONS P TO AA.
JK VX MX. 371 U7 P|J T A Hi 1)3 U W ii J A X:
When was the Chinese computerword processor currently used in youi
comoanv Durchased? Please ouote the date for the latest Durchase.
JV ZR S N XJ
I ess than 6 months aao.
6 months to 1 vea
' -H- rfc:—-¥
1 vear to 2 years
—• 2E—¥•
2 years to 3 year;
More than 3 years ago
p
0!
以 下 列 出 的 將 適 用 於 問 題 至 乙
— 響 醫 ，
非 常 湓 宣
頗 為 諶 怠
沒 意 見
頗 為 不 谌 宽
非 常 不 溢 竞
機 措 内 的 資 料 的 保 密
預 備 一 份 中 文 文 件 要 花 的 時 問
9 I
修 改 中 文 文 件 是 否 方 授
資 料 存 取 是 否 方 便 快 捷
機 構 的 形 忮
3
硬 件 供 底 商 的 脰 孩 如 維 修 等
胃 ‘ ！
软 件 供 隨 商 的 服 窈 如 培 訓 操 作 员 等
， 攒 充 設 備 的 可 能 性
其 他 ， （ 訪 丨 巴 它 們 列 出 】
Srocessorhats currSl °!1ow1n9 asPccts of the Chinese computerword
prucessor mat is currently used in your company?
~ ztz. -1










in i rr l J m v -k l'l UJ Oi
Security of your company information.
w---—•»-«| V 9 Ul r» W I J
Turnaround time in preparing a document.
I A. i I Ad CJ J J LA.
Ease of modification to a document.
Ease of storage and retrieval.
Company image.
Availability of Chinese software package.
Support from hardware supplier.
TAV II IJ JCJJ iiA J7J 4-1 t-J li'l lfv I P
Support frcm software supplier.
w 9 W—« I W 1
Machine upgrade possibility.
Others.(PIease specify.)
















貴 機 構 在 使 用 中 文 電 腦 時 有 碰 過 什 麼 困 難 呢 ？ 詰 把 它 們 列 出 ，
如 果 貴 機 構 現 在 有 使 用 中 文 電 腦 的 話 ， 閗 下 認 為 其 他
機 構 現 在 沒 有 使 用 中 文 電 腦 的 原 因 是 什 麼 呢 ？
“「一霸，零 V I V V 7||
如 果 貴 機 構 現 在 沒 有 使 用 中 文 電 腦 的 話 ， 閣 下 認 為
6
丁 作 昏 ： ？ ： 朵
摺 埝 士 宫
市 場 上 沒 有 需 要 的 軟 件 ， 〔 請 把 它 們 列 出 〉
I 1 0
中 文 電 腦 難 學 ， 難 操 竹
不 洁 楚 中 文 電 腦 的 性 能 ， 價 七
V
甘 灿 ( ， 諸 柄 它 們 別 屮
加 里 咨 纟 出 槐 商 碟 普 由 令 楚 職 的 注 阳 卞 印 ： 卞 取 丨 的 杜 能 由 ,7 1 1 I
15
， ， 零 警 严 “
1






珂 以 用 上 多 稲 輸 入 沒
一 。 厂 ， ， 一
11I
其 他 ， 請 把 它 們 列 出
'•'---— I I'--•%» X«Vk- J L-• £JJ JLJ L-J II J J| 1 4
What are the major difficulties encountered in using the Chinese
computerword processor?
If your company is using a Chinese computer, in your opinion, what would
be the reasons some other companies are not using one?
What are the reasons that your company is not using Chinese
computerword processor?
JL 1 F 33 -T aE
Insufficient work load.
Price is ton hinh.
Needed software is not available.(Please list them.)
Chinese computer is too difficult to learn and operate.
I r-J ajll i ui£i m j i-i- nc f i= i u
Not familiar with the price and the capability of such equipments.
111: V DM JU II J 7'J W J
Others.(PIease list them.)
X. PS ma 01 an
- 1» 2»••»
What would be the product attributes that you are looking for?
Please fill 1,2,... and use 1 to represent the most important one
-J ZZ -ML zft UXZ. J I |kaj lUt J
Ahilitv to handle Chinese in both its simplified and traditional forms.
Ability to input Chinese through a standard typewriter keyboard
J ri -J| 1| 4 r V M v J I i
Ability to produce quality print-out and display.
J U• UC TTl 4 X V 1«-A
Ahilitv tn «;iinnnrf mulfinle innut methods.
Ahilitv tn crunnnrt Fnnlish tn Chinese translation.







價 錢 應 該 是 多 少 才 恰 當 哚 ？
16
，
貴 機 樯 會 於 未 夾 三 年 内 腊 晋 新 的 中 立 雷 蹈 哨 ？
3
4
外 咨 公 司 诈 太 浩 的 分 公 舌
6
太 进 咨 太 的 仏 司
苴 他 . 詰 捫 它 們 列 出
What would be the price canoe that you are willing to pay for a set of
Chinese computer with the top 4 attributes that you have chosen?
HKcn nnoU 11 1 u i v? vv
Rpinw HKtdn nnn
U 1 (f yl A aaa HKCSQ QOOrl N 5 4 0, 000 HKS59,
HK540,000 to HKS59,900.
uv c a r rr r
IllOUV v v v rri n i O( y
HKSfin.nnn tn hk7q onn
U C 7 Q Cifr
HKS80.000u-% 111 v o v j J j
Above HK$80.000,
M WC U U TV-+- I J hPf JsL l B'J T A 4i CC3 Ur-J'.
Do you think your company would consider buying a Chinese computerwore




a subsidiary of a multinational company.
















問 卷 到 此 便 完 了 ， 多 謝 閤 下 .
填 好 的 問 卷 ， 請 以 附 上 之 回 郅 信 封 寄 袷 我 們 ,
如 果 閗 下 想 得 到 一 份 這 調 杳 的 結 果 的 話
請 访 好 以 下 的 回 條 ， 一 併 寄 給 我 們 ，
workintwithho c?hS-n°U omp?ny emPloy? (Please do not count those
womng with the subsidiaries.)
10y AK -L V
less than 10












——'•'» I V-- _-H. I J M J.
What percentage of your company's total revenue in 1984 is generated
from trad inn with China?
20%JX La J H)
less than 20%
9 0 1 ' 39%La v V ZJZls %sV
20% to 39%
a n R Q%v n ZJZ. Ky%Jv
40% to 59%
ooi : 7Q%V 'V-• V v
60% to 79%
SOu v a) _JL—
more than 80%
This is the end of this questional're, thank you very much for your support.
If you are interested in the result of this survey, please fill in the





Appendix 5: Tabulation of the Survey Results f Part 1 of 3)
A row corresponds to a returned questiornaire.
Columns A to AH correspond to questions A to AH.
A A A A A A
ANS A B C D E F C H I J K L M N 0 PQRRTUVWXYZA AB AC D E F C H
001 1 2 2 1 3
002 4 4 4 4 4 4
003 4 1 2 5 1
004 5 4 5 4 4 4
005 2 1 2 4 1 4
006 2 1 2 1 2
007 5 5 5 5 5 2
008 5 5 1 1 4
009 2 2 2 1 4
010 1 3 3 1 2
011 2 2 2 1 3
012 2 1 2 1 4
013 4 4 4 2 1
OH 2 2 1 3
015 2 3 2 2 3
016 3 1 3 1 2
017 1 1 5 1 4
018 3 5 2 5 1 4
019 1 1 2 2 4
020 4 4 1 1
021 2 3 2 2
022 5 5 1 5 1
023 1 1 1 1 1 1
024
025 3421 3
026 1 1 1 1 1
027 5 1 1 1 1
028 5 5 1 5 1
029 142211
030 1421




035 3 4 3 3 2 4
036 2 2 2 2 2 4
037 4 1 3 1 3 1
038 2 1 1 1 1 3
039 2 3 2 3 3 3
040 4 4 3 1 3
041 3 1 1 1 4
042 2 2 2 3 4
043 2 1 2 3 2 3










































4 5 5 4 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 1
100 1 2 2 2 5 1
5 3 2 2 3 3 1 1
10 2 4 4 2 3 1
1 34231 1111
60 3 3 3 3 2 1
50 4 2 3 4 5 1
2 11112 1
30 2 2 2 2 3 1
12 2 2 3 3 2 1 1 1
3 2 3 1 1 1
5 3 2 3 2 2 1
1 1
9 4 3 3 2 2 1
25 2 2 1 3 1 11111
10 2 2 4 2 4 1 1
3 3 2 2 2 1
112 2 1 1
150 2 4 2 3 2 1
3 2 3 3 3 1
100 4 4 4 4 2 1
5 5 4 4 4 1
100 2 3 3 2 2 1 1
100 2 3 2 3 2 1
50 4 5 5 5 5 1
70 4 4 4 5 1 1
20 2 3 2 2 2 1 1
1 1
10 3 2 1 1 3 1
2 3 2 2 2 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 1 1
2 3 3 3 2 1
5 2 4 4 3 3 1
3 3 3 3 3 1 1
20 3 2 4 4 3 1
100 5 2 2 4 2 111
2 3 3 2 3 1
80 2 4 4 2 3 1
10 2 2 2 2 3 1111
124321 11
50 3 4 3 3 2 1


















































2 13 3 4
1 7




2 2 4 6
2 2 3 1 4
2 3 3 5
2 1 7
3 2 15 1
3 17 1
113 15
2 2 3 1 3
1 2 3 2 2
1 2 3 3 4




3 3 2 2
113 15
2 13 5 4
2 15 2
1 1 1
3 2 16 4
12 3 14
1 4
2 2 3 2 3
2 2 3 1 4
12 14 2




2 2 15 5
2 1 3
2 2 13 4
2 3 11
Appendix 5: Tabulation of the Survey Results f Part 2 of 3)
A row corresponds to a returned questionnaire.
Columns A to AH correspond to questions A to AH.
ANS A B C D E F G H PAGE J K L M N 0 PORRTUVWXYZA
A
AB AC
A A A A A
D E F C H
045 1 4 3 4 4
046 4 3 1 543
047 5 3 3 5 4
048 4 1 2 4 2
049 5 4 4 1 4
050 5 5 5 5 5 4
051 2 3 2 1 3 3
052 3 3 1 1 4
053 2 1 2 2 3
054 2 2 2 2 2 4
055 2 1 1 2 3
056 3 3 3 3 3 3
057 1 4 1 1 4
058 2 3 2 2 2
059 2 4 5 2 2
060 5 2 1 1 1 4
061 1 1 2 1 3
062 2 3 2 1 2
063 4 3 2 2 3 3
064 1 3 2 1 4
065 5 4 5 1 1
066 2 3 2 1 4
067 2 4 2 1 3
068 5 5 5 5 5 4
069 5 4 5 4
070 4 4 1 1 3
071 3 3 2 3 3
072 5 5 4 5 5 4
073 5 4 4 4 1 4
074 1 4 1 4 5 4
075 2 2 2 2 2 4
076 3 1 2331
077 2 3 2 3 3
078 5 1 1 5
079 4 4 4 4 1
080 4 4 3 3 4
081 2 2 2 2 3 3
082 2 4 2 1 1
083 5 4 3 4 4
084 3 4 2 1 3
085 2 2
086 2 1 2 2 4
087 1 1 3 1 3











































100 3 4 4 4 3 1
50 5 5 5 5 5 1 1
100 2 2 2 2 2 1
100 2 4 5 2 2 1 1
3 5 4 3 3 1
10 3 3 3 2 2 1 1
22344 1 111
10 3 3 3 2 2 1 11
10 1
1
0 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 1
1 3 3 3 2 2 1
33334 11
20 2 3 4 3 3 1
20 4 5 5 5 5 1
112 3 13
80 2 2 2 2 2 1 111
0 2 2 3 4 2 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 1
2 3 4 4 2 1 1
6000 2 22 111
20 2 3 2 2 2 1
20 2 2 2 2 1
4 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 2 2 4 2
2 3 3 2 1 111
8 3 3 3 4 3 1 1
3 4 3 3 4 1
4 4 4 4 3 1
100 2 2 3 4 2 1
11111 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 1
3 2 3 3 2 2 1
1
100 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 2 3 2 1
2 4 2 1
5 3 4 4 4 3 1 1
3 3 3 4 3 1
100 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
2 3 2 2 2 1
30 3 4 4 3 3 1
3 3 3 3 3 1
5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
2 1112 2 1111
2221 224343
































2 13 2 5
2 13 15
12 13 5
1 13 5 2
2 2 3 1 5





2 2 14 1
12 111
3 2 3 5 3
3 13 2 2
3 114 1
2 3 3 3





1 2 3 3 2
113 2 2
12 3 15
2 3 2 5
113 7 1
2 2 2 3 5
1 2 3 2 5
















Appendix 5: Tabulation of the Survey Results( Part 3 of 3)
A row corresponds to a returned questionnaire.
Columns A to AH correspond to Questions A to AH.
ANS A B C D E F C H PACE J K L M N 0 PQRRTUVWXYZA
A
AB AC
A A A A A
D E F C H
089 1 1 2 1 3
090 2 3 2 3 2
091 1 4 3 1 1 4
092 2 1 2 2 1 3
093 5 5 A 5 2
094 4 3 4 4 4
095 2 A 2 3 2
096 4 5 4 1 3
097 2 2 2 1 3
098 4 4 5 5 4 2
099 2 5 3 1 1 3
100 2 1 2 2 if
101 2 3 2 1 2
102 2 2 2 3 if
103 1 if 1 if 3
10if 2 3 2 3 3
105 2 1 2 3 if 3
106 2 if 2 2 3
107 2 5 2 1 if
108 1 21 3
109 3 5 2 3 2
110 5 if 5 1 if
111 3 3533
112 2 3 2 3 3 2
113 3 1 3 1 1 2
11 if 2 1 2 1 2
115 5 if if if 4
116 2 1 2 2 2
117 if 3 if 3
118 5 5 5 1 5 if
119 1 1 3 1 if
120 if 5 5 if if
121 2 3 2 3 2
122 5 5 5 if
123 2 3 2 2 2
12if 2 1 2 2 2 2
125 3 if 3 1 2
126 3 1 3 1 3
127 1 3 2 1 1 3
128 2 1 2 2 if if
129 2 3 2 3 1 3
130 if 5 3 2 1












































3 if 5 if 11
5 3 3 3 3 3 1
5 2 4 if 2 2 1
if 5 2 2 2 1
if 5 1 if 3 1
20 3 2 2 2 3 1
10 3 3 2 3 3 1 1 1
7 if if 3 3 3 1
1 2 2 1 1 1 111
100 3 2 2 2 3 1
2 3 3 3 3 1 1
10 2 2 2 2 3 1
5 if if A 2 111
1 3 3 2 2 1 11 1
30 3 2 2 3 if 1
333331 11
3333331 111
20 2 3 3 3 3 1
if if if if if 1
15 2 3 3 if 3 1
1 1 2 3 2 3 1 1
if 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 2 2 if 1 1 1
222221111
60 2 if if 2 1 1
5 2 2 2 2 1 1
3 3 3 if 3 111
3 2 3 3 if 2 1
20 3 A 3 if if 1
5 3 if if if 3 1
2 if if 3 11
1 2 if 3 3 1
15 2 if 3 2 2 1
2 3 2 2 1
20 2 if if 3 3 1
2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1
50 2 2 2 2 2 111
10 3 if 4 3 3 1 111
20 4 5 5 5 5 1 1
15 2 2 2 2 2 1
30 2 4 3 2 2 1 1 1
3 4 5 5 1




















































2 2 3 2 2
2 1 7
2 2 115
1 2 3 2 1
2 12 2
3 115 1
3 2 3 5 1
12 3 12




4 2 3 7 1
13 3 1
3

















3 13 3 5
2 2 15 1
1 3
2 2 16 3
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